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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The structural integrity demonstration of the primary coolant piping system includes
evaluating the structuralcapacity of each component against a large breakor equivalent
Double-Ended Guillotine Break. A large break at the inlet or outlet heads of the heat
exchangers would occur if the restraint members of the heads become inactive. The
structuralintegrity of the heads is demonstratedby showing the redundantcapacity of the
staybolts to restrain the headat design conditionsand underseismic loadings.

The SRS heat exchanger head is attachedto the tubesheet by 84 staybolts. Access to the
staybolts is limited due to a welded seal cap over the staybolts. An ultrasonictesting (UT)
inspection technique to provide an in-situ examination of the staybolts has recently been
developed at SRS. Examination of the staybolts will be performedto ensure their service
conditionandconfigurationiswithinacceptancelimits.

An acceptancecriteriamethodologyhasbeendevelopedtodispositionflawsreportedinthe
stayboltinspectionswhileensuringadequaterestraintcapacityofthestayboltstomaintain
integrityoftheheatexchangerheadsagainstcollapse.The methodologyincludesan
approachforthebaselineandperiodicinspectionsofthestaybolts.

Theheatexchangerheadisanalyzedwithathree-dimensionalfiniteelementmodel.The
restraintprovidedbythestayboltsisevaluatedforseveralpostulatedcasesofinactiveor
missingstaybolts,i.e.,boltsthathaveaflawexc_g theUT thresholddepthof25% for
theUT inspectiontechnique.A limitof6 inactivestayboltsisreachedinthefracture
analysisof flawedstaybolts;thefracturecriterionistheCTOD 1 of0.032inches
correspondingtothegreatestlocaldisplacementoftheheadattheactivestaybolts.A total
ofupto6staybolts,reportedascontainingflawswithdepthsatorexceeding25%,would
thereforebeacceptableintheheatexchanger.

Evaluationofspecific,inactivestayboltconfigurationsbasedontheUT resultscanbe
performedwiththefiniteelementmodelandfracturemethodologyinthisreport.

1CrackTipOpeningDisplacement,anelastic-plasticfractureparamemrbasedon thematerialtoughness,
JIC.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The structuralintegrity analysis of the heat exchangers of the reactor Process Water System
had been previously performed as part of the LOCA Definition Project (Task 88-001-1)
(Refs.1 and 2). Failure by a large break equivalent to a Double-Ended Guillotine Break
was postulated at the inlet/outlet heads ff the heads were not adequately restrained. The
break time-history was not addressed; however, it was shown that head failure would be
preceded by detectable leakage. The analysis in this report is an extension of the previous
heat exchanger analysis and is focussed on demonstrating the head reswaint capacity of the
staybolts.

1.2 Inspection Technique for the Staybolts

The Equipment Engineering Section was requested by Reactor Restart Division to develop
a nondestructive test to examine the staybolts for flaws (Ref.3). An ultrasonic, pulse-echo,
straight beam transmitted from outside of the staybolt housing through the welded concave
sealing cap and water gap to one end of a staybolt, allows an in-piace, in-service inspection
for the staybolts. Problems involving multiple reflections from the couplant layer, sealing
cap, water gap, and the countersinks at the centers of both ends of the staybolts (due to
machining) were resolved. A transducer fixture mounted to the staybolt housing was
designed (Ref.4), resulting in a successful technique for the inspection with a capability to
detect flaws with sizes greater than 25% of the staybolt diameter (Ref.5).

1.3 Acceptance Criteria for Stayboit Flaw Disposition

Acceptance criteria to support the ultrasonic testing (UT) inspection of the staybolts were
requested by Reactor Restart Division (Ref.6). This report provides an acceptance criteria
methodology with the technical bases ,to disposition flaws reported in the staybolt
inspections. This methodology ensures adequate restraint capacity of the staybolts and
provides an approach for the baseline and pen'odic inspections of the staybolts so that any
degradation of the staybolts reducing their load-carrying capaciity would be detected and
monitored.

The adequacy ot."head restraint, even with flawed staybolts, is demonstrated by performing
stress analysis oi"the heat exchanger head and staybolts with fracture mechanics analyses of
the postulated staybolt flaws. A three-dimensional finite element model was developed for
the head and staybolts. The heat exchanger design pressure and piping seismic reaction
forces were applied to the model. The critical flaw depths for individual staybolts and
various configurations of multiple inactive staybolts were estimated by linear elastic fracture
mechanics, upper bound limit load analysis, and lower bound limit load analysis.
Acceptance criteria based on flaw sizes are developed for potential future application with
advanced UT sizing capability. Acceptance criteria for flaw disposition under present UT
capability were developed by applying a crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) fracture
criterion to evaluate the results reported as "flawed" or "unflawed" staybolts. A reduced
staybolt cross-_on, equivalent to a staybolt containing a 25% deep flaw (at the UT limit)
is assumed for ali "unflawed" staybolts in the development of the acceptance criteria. A
finite element model for stress analysis was developed to support any future UT
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inspections of the staybolts and would allow evaluation of various customized, inactive
stayboltconfigurationsbased on the inspectionresults.

The heat exchanger service history, operating conditions, and material specifications are
summarized in Section 2 of this report. Section 3 contains the details of the finite element
modeling and fractureanalysis of flaw postulates in staybolts. The acceptance criteria
methodology for the staybolt inspections is provided in Section 4. Recommendationsfor
in-service inspections of the staybolts and a flowchart for flaw disposition are given in
Section 5. Appendix A contains the finite element input for the staybolt analysis with
instructionsfor futurecustomized applications.
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2.0 HEAT EXCHANGER STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

2.1 Heat Exchanger Service History Summary

The reactor process water heat exchangers have operated successfully without gross
rupture or failure of the heads (primary pressure boundary), tubes (primary to secondary
pressure boundary), or shells (secondary pressure boundary) throughout service. During
the past 36 years of reactor operation, approximately 60 instances of leakage from cracking
or wear have occurred through the pressure boundaries which were remedied by repair of,
replacement of, or design modifications to the heat exchangers (Ref.7). Many heat
exchangers were repaired or replaced because of tube cracking. Most of the tube cracking
resulting in leakage of moderator into the secondary coolant was due to corrosion.
Corrosion mechanisms have also caused cracking in other parts of the heat exchangers
including the head, staybolts, and shell (Ref.8). Additional heat exchangers were procured
through the years with design improvements to reduce or eliminate these degradation
mechanisms. The newest design fabricated by Nooter Corporation incorporates features
that should eliminate ali of the significant degradation mechanisms leading to leakage.
Crevice corrosion of the head staybolts is the only remaining postulated degradation
mechanism in the Nooter design (Ref.8). Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.3 provide an overview of
the leakage failures of the heat exchangers throughout their service history as condensed
from Reference 7. A list of the designs of the heat e;cchangers presently in service, along
with years in service, is also contained in Reference 7.

2.1.1 Vibration of the Heat Exchanger Tubes

Fatigue and/or wear-induced h_,akswere encountered during the first 11 years of oper_don
with the original heat exchangers installed. The original design utilized double mbesheets
at each end of the shell, with the head attached to the outer tubesheet by staybolts and
flange bolts. Vibration of the tubes against baffles or by wear from debris against tubes
caused many mbe leaks to develop. Only two heat exchangers were replaced because of
vibration fatigue of a heat exchanger tube. The first failure occurred in 1961 following a
CW flow test (21,000 gpm per heat exchanger versus 14,000 gpm normal flow). The
second fatigue failure occurred in 1964 and originated at a point of galling damage on the
tube. Fatigue failures have been prevented by maintaining flow rates in the normal
operating ranges and by the installation of an improved cooling water flow distributor plate
at the inlet in 1964-65. The last confirmed failure due to vibration occurred in 1972.

2.1.2 Corrosion of the Heat Exchanger

The SRS heat exchangers had corrosion in five separate areas leading to cracking and/or
leaking: 1) Corrosion of tubes within the leak collection spaces of the double tubesheet
design, 2) Corrosion of the staybolts at the elastomeric seals, 3) Corrosion of tubes in the
river water space under or near the inner tube sheets, 4) Corrosion of the shell adjacent to
welds, and 5) Corrosion of the heads at the head flange. Corrosion in the first area
occurred in 1960 when tubes in the leak collection spaces between the double mbe sheets
developed leaks from chloride stress corrosion. Experience with the SRS heat exchan_-ers
revealed that the leak collection space was not necessary and an inhibitor solution was
circulated through the space. All heat exchangers falxicated after 1980 are single tube sheet
design eliminating the leak collection space. C.xrmsion in the second area occun_ because
of chloride stress corrosion of the staybolts, O-ring retainers, and the head bosses resulting
in leakage past the seals. This problem was solved by eliminating the O-rings and
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installing new staybolts, cutting out the boss seat, and installing boss closure sleeves in
each boss with a seal-welded boss closure cap. In addition, some of the heads contain
stresscorrosion cracks in the flange area. This problem has not been completely solved in
the original heads and inspections are made periodically to determine if cracks are
propagatingor forming.

2.1.3 Seal Leakage, Tube Fouling, and Pluggage of the Heat
Exchangers

Other instances of leakage not causedby cracking included D20 leakage past O-rings and
gaskets. The original head gasket sea_ was designed for use with asbestos gaskets. The
asbestos was replacedwitha rubbergasket,which leaked,and latera Buna S rubbergasket
which causedpitting of the flange faces. The same problemoccurredon the O-rings used
to seal the staybolt to the heat exchanger head bosses. The elastomer gasket was then
replaced with a seal-welded closure. Thisconsisted of seal-welding plugs in the bolt holes
of both the head and tube sheet flanges, welding a half-pipe between the head and tube
sheetflanges and replacingthe flange bolts with C-clamps.

Loss of heattransfercausedby tube fouling and reductionof cooling waterflow from shell
side pluggage have also occuneat in the heat exchangers. The service history of the heat
exchangers, including a compendium of ali the service-induced failures, is provided in
Reference 7.

2.2 Materials of Construction and Service Conditions

The present arrangementof heat exchangers in K and L reactorscontains head and shell
material of either Type 304 or 304L stainless steel and staybolt material of Type 303
stainless steel. When new heat exchangers were procured,modificationswere madeto the
design to eliminate problems that were encountered with the original heat exchangers.
Significant changes were made to the design of the heatexchangers procuredfrom Mitsui
and Hitachi in 1983. The leak collection spaces were eliminated;the tube and mbe sheets
were made of 316L; and the shell nozzles, distributorplates, baffles and heads were :_._de
of 304L SS. These parts in the original heat exchangers were made of 304 SS. Ali o_the
modifications made to theMitsui andHitachiheatexchangerswere also incorporatedin the
Nooter heat exchangers. However, Sea Curetubes (ferriticSS) were used in the Nooter
design ratherthan 316L SS. All twelve heat exchangersin L AreaareMitsui with new heat
exchanger heads of 304L SS, ali 12 in P Area are Foster Wheeler, and K Area has S
Nooter, 1 Mitsui, 2 American Locomotive Company, and4 FosterWheeler units. Tensile
properties (yield, tensile, and flow strengthsand Young's modulus) areprovided in Table
4 for each of Types 304, 304L, and 303 stainless steel.
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2.3 Temperatures and Pressures

The heat exchanger operating and design conditions are summarized in Table 1"

TABLE 1. Heat Exchanger _ting and Design Conditions

PW Irdet PW Outlet CW Inlet CW Outlet

Temperature (°F) Opera,rig 203 104 68 194
Design 250 250 200 200

Pressure (psig) Operating 218t 163t 50 20
Design 300 300 150 150

(References 1, 2 and 9)'
t Typical for Mark VI Charge. Note that a maximum pressure of 267:!:4 psig
occurs during starmp of the pump's AC motor before opening the rotovalves for
approximately 6:1:3seconds (Reference NES-ETH-920039, "HX Inlet Pressure
with Bingham Pump Dead-Headed", J. Whitehouse, dated 1/23/92.).

2.4 Mechanical Properties for Engineering Analysis

A value of 0.3 is nominal for Poisson's Ratio for the 303 SS, 304 SS and 304L SS
materials. A single, lower bound fracture toughness property is given as JIC (Ref. 10) or
the equivalent linear elastic parameter KICfor fracune analyses in the staybolt, head, or
shell materials. Full tensile curves and J-R curves are available in tabular form (See MEA
Report #2345 Appendices D and F in RMP Task Files, 89-023-1).

2.4.1 Heat Exchanger Staybolt

The heat exchanger staybolt material is Type 303 stainless steel. The tensile strength and
yield strength of Type 303 stainless steel at room temperature, 100 °F, and 200 °F are
shown below:

TABLE 2. Tensile Strength and Yield Strength for Type 303 SS

Matezial Temperatme (°F) Tensile Strength 0_i) Yield Strength (ksi)
Type 303 SS 70 75 30

100 74t 30t
200 7lt 30t

(References 11 md 12)
t Linear interpolation from other Reference 12 values

Type 303 SS mechanical properties are similar to Type 304 SS at room temperature as
shown in Tables 2 and 4. The ASME B31.1 & B31.3 piping construction codes and the
ASME BPV code do not specify fracture toughness properties for austenitic stainless
steels. Therefore, the fracture toughness data shown in Table 3, obtained from the Reactor
Materials Program (RMP) basefine testing for Type 304 SS at 257 °F, is the recommended
fracture toughness parameter for Type 304 SS and Type 304L SS. No significant
difference in toughness between Type 304 SS and Type 303 SS is expected since the
compositions and product forms are similar. Therefore, the properties in Table 3 are
recommended for the fracture toughness of the Type 303 SS staybolt material:
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TABLE 3. Fracture Toughness for Types 304, 304L and 303 SS

Test Sample JIc-Deformation KIc-
Material Tgmperaln_ ASTM (kJ/m2) Dcfommnon

(°F) . Orientation (Mpa_)
304 SS Base 257 C-L 338 258
(Reference 10, T lble 5-4).

2.4.2 Heat Exchanfer Head and Shell

The heatexchangerheadandshellmaterialiseither304SS or304L SS (Ref.7).Sincethe
computermodeloftheheatexchangerheadassemblyisdesignedtosupportanyfutureUT
inspectionsofthestaybolts,themechanicalpropertiesfor304L SS were usedinthe
analysisasthetensilestrengthofType 304L SS ismostlimiting.Mechanicalproperties
forType 304SS andType 304L SS atvarioustextures areprovidedinTable4:

TABLE 4.MaterialPropertiesforType304 and304L SS

Material Temp. Design Yield Tensile Young's Flow
(_F) Stress Strength Strength Modulus Stress

Intensity Sy (ksi) Su (ksi) E (psi) (ksi)
Sm (ksi) tt

Type 304 70 20t 30 75 28.3 x 106 60
100 20 30 75 28.1 x 106t 60
200 20 25 71 27.6 x 106 60

Type 304L 70 16.7t 25 70 28.3 x ?0O 50.1
100 16.7 25 70 28.1 x 106t 50.1
200 16.7 21.3 66.2 27.6 x 106 50.1

(Reference I_ and Reference 13, Table I-I._ Table I-2.: Table I-6.1) andTable I-3 2)
t Linear interpolation from other Table 4 values
tt The flow stress is given as 3 Sm as suggested in Reference 14.
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3.0 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL AND FRACTURE ANALYSIS
OF HEAT EXCHANGER HEAD

3.1 Overview

A finite element model of the heat exchanger head is constructed for analyzing the loads
acting on the staybolts and the elongation of the staybolts due to process water pressure and
piping reaction forces including seismic loadings. The three-dimensional model can
accommodate the asymmetric geometry if some of the staybolts become inactive when a
fracture criterion is exceeded. Several criteria for staybolt fracture include Linear Elastic
Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), Upper Bound Plastic Limit Load, Lower Bound Plastic Limit
Load, and Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) methods. Staybolt loads are treated
as remote loading in the analyses to determine flaw instability. As will be discussed in
Section 3.4, staybolt flaw disposition is governed by CTOD criterion, while the individual
staybolt instability flaw sizes can be conservatively obtained by a lower bound limit, load
for various configurations of inactive staybolts.

3.2 Introduction

The SRS heat exchanger head is a funnel-shaped structure attached to the tubesheet by 84
staybolts (Ref.15). The other end of the head is attached to the process water piping
system at the pipe flange. In addition to the staybolts, the head is also supported by
secondary load-carrying components such as the C-clamps and the half-pipe seals across
the head flange and t._etubesheet flange. These components are primarily used for leakage
prevention.

In a previous study (Ref.1), the load-carrying capacity of the C-clamps and the half-pipe
seals were demonstrated under the assumption that ali the 84 staybolts were inactive. The
purpose of the present work is to develop acceptance criteria for staybolts should flaws be
detected in the lfr inspection (see Section 5). The load-carrying capacity of those
secondary components is ignored in the stress analysis for the development of staybolt
acceptance criteria. The finite element model, thus, does not include the haft-pipe seals.
However, the modf:l is capable of activating the C-clamp elements.

The forces actin_ on staybolts (Section 3.4.3) and the displacements of heat exchanger
head flange w_,_reobtained by increasing the process water pressure in the head plenum
space (the volume bounded by the head and the tubesheet) to 300 psi, the design pressure,
and above in the head collapse load analysis (Section 3.4.2). Similarly, for the staybolt
displacement analysis (Section 3.4.4), the head is "pressurized" to increasing levels until a
critical displacement is achieved at a staybolt. The piping reaction forces were applied_to
the pipe flange in the center of the head. Both the head and the staybolt materials were
assumed to follow elastic-perfectly plastic behavior. Flow stresses (see Section 2.4.2)
were chosen for the effective yield stresses in this material idealization.

The calculation was first performed for the Teledyne case (Section 3.4.1) in which all
staybolts were considered inactive (Ref. I). The revisit of the Teledyne case served to
establish the adequacy of the present model through comparison of the results from both
numerical models which used different finite element approaches. Collapse load analysis

(3.4.2) of the heat exchanger head showed that pressure over 900 psi or 3X the design
pressure would not lead to head collapse for an intact head-staybolt configuration.
Collapse analysis also showed that, even if all 84 staybolts contain 25% deep flaws
(implied by the UT resolution limit), the head is structurally stable up to 2.7X design
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pressure or 3.7X normal _ting pressure (218 psi). Collapse load analysis indicated
',hat i0 inactive staybolts would be a limiting configuration for the heat exchanger head
strucu_ integrity at 290 psi.."

Fracture analysis was perforn_/A for both staybolt load and displacement. The instability
flaw sizes are characterized by applying LEFM, upper bound plastic limit load, and lower
bound plastic limit load for cases of inactive staybolts. The use of CTOD fracture criterion
establishes how many inactive staybolts are allowed. Up to 6 staybolts may be inactive
without fracturing additional staybolts at a pressure of 280 psi. In this case, ali active
staybolts may already contain 25% deep flaws.

3.3 Finite Element Model

The heat exchanger head is an axisynm_tric structure and the staybolt arrangement is
octagonally symmetric. However, some of the staybolts are deactivated in the analysis of
the head with flawed staybolts. Therefore, this limited symmetry is lost and a full three-
dimensional finite element model must be considered. To reduce the model size, three-
dimensional shell elements were adopted to model the head, rather than the more accurate
continuum solid elements. In the current versions (4-8 and 4-9) of ABAQUS code, beam
elements and the regular shell elements (except the axisynunetric shells) do not have finite
strain capability 0icf. 16); therefore, any solution with large swains may contain erroneous
information. However, unless there are numerous inactive staybolts, the engineering
strain would be applicable and would not violate the restrictions of infinitesimal strain.
Cases from zero to 1O grouped, inactive staybolts were analyzed and the large strain
constraint of the model was satisfied. In addition, large rotations (which can be handled by
the ABAQUS shell elements) were expected to occur in the cases of several staybolt
failures in a grouped arrangement. The nonlinear geometry option, NI_EOM, was
therefore specified.

The model was generated with PATRAN (Ref.17) finite element pre/post-processor
according to engineering drawings (Refs. 15 and 18) for the shape of the head and the
locations of 84 staybolts and 72 C-clamps. Note that the C-clamp elements were removed
for the development of acceptance criteria providing a conservative approach for the
staybolt analysis without having to consider the integrity of the C-clamps or half-pipe seal
weld. The PATRAN model was transformed to a finite element mesh for the ABAQUS
code (Ref.19) on the SRS Cray X-MP EA Supercomputer.

3. J . I Finite Element Mesh

The finite element mesh (Fig.l) contains 1008 thin shell elements ($4R5) for the majority
of the heat exchanger head, 216 thick shell elements (S4R) for the pipe flange and the head
flange, 300 beam elements (1331, including 84 dummy elements representing the bosses
above the head to identify the staybolt locations - see Ref.15, TYPICAL BOSS DETAILS,
length "S') for 84 staybolts which have 5 different lengths (Ref.20), and 72 spring
elements (SPRING 1) for the 72 C-clamps on the circumference of the head flange. The
spring elements representing the C-clamps were not included in the ABAQUS input deck
for the analysis of staybolts and the development of acceptance criteria. They were
included only in revisiting the Teledyne case of postulated inactivity of ali 84 staybolts
(Section 3.4.1). The finite element mesh design for the heat exchanger head acconauedates
the exact locations of the 84 staybolts described in Reference 15.
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Two to seven beam elemen_ wereused to representthe partial!_ngth of a stayboltbetween
the head and the tubesh_L According to Reference 20, the shortest staybolt is 8.875".
However, the shortest distance between the cen_rline of the head and the tubesheet is
approximately 2.5" (estimated from Refs.15 and 18). Based on the load transfer
mechanism of the staybolt assembly (Ref.21), the c_nterline distances between the head
and mbesh_t wereconsi_ to be the effective lengthsof the staybolts.

A total of 1596 nodes were used for the model. An additionalnode was created so that the
Multi-Point Consu'ain_ (MPC) option in ABAQUS provides rigid beam connections
betweez_ this extra node and the pipe flange nodes. This ensures that ali the nodes
connected to the process water piping system will deform in a consistent manner. This
additionalnodeandMPC were not used in the Teledynecase.

The thickness of the heat exchanger head is 1.2Y°for the design minimum and is 1.62Y°
near the head flange (Ref. 18). For simpficity, a thickness of 1.Y' was input as the head
thickness in the finite element model. The thicknesses for the pipe flange and the head
flange were estir<lated to be 4.5 '__md2.875", respectively. These thicknesses were
specified in the SHELLSECTIONoption of theABAQUS input deck (Apl_ndix A). The
nominal shaftdiame_r of the staybolts is 2" (Ref.20); however, the narrowestdiameter of
the smybolts is 1.567"nearthe thre_ed ends and was used in the model as specified in the
BEAM SECTION option in the input deck. [Theinduced staybolt crackpreparedfor the
development of UT techniquewas includedin thenarrowestpartof a staybolt.]

The finite element model, constructed with the pre/post-processor PATRAN, was
converted to an ABAQUS input deck by using an interfacing program (Ref.22). The
calculationswere carriedouton the SRS CrayX-MP EA Supercomputer.

J.,

.3.3.2 Material Idealizations

As discussed in Section 2, tensile properties for 3041. and 304 are chosen for bounding
analyses for the heat exchanger head and the staybolt materials, respectively. At 200°F,

Young's modulus is identical for the_ two stainless steels, 27.6×10 _ :si. Both materials
are assumedto behavewith elastic-lx,rfectlyplastic response (nonhardening)with effe:-:ve
yield stresses taken to be three time_the ASME stress intensities, Sm. This is consistent
with the approachin the Teledyne alialysis (Ref.1) and the GeneralElectricpiping analysis
scheme (Ref.14). The effective yield stressesare thus 50.1 ksi for the nead,and 60 ksi for
the staybolts. Poisson's ratios are0.3 for both stainless steels.

For revisiting the Teledyne case (Section 3.4.1), the effective yield stress for the head
material is taken as 60 ksi. In addition, the load-deflection curve for the springelements
representingC-clamps is chosen as the "ArmstrongTest 3" in Figure 4 of the Teledyne
Report (Ref.1).

For the collapse load analysis of the heat exchanger head in Section 3.4.2, the effective
yield stresses for the head were 2.3 times Sm, i.e., 38.41 ksi. The multiplier of 2.3 is
given in the ASME Boiler and PressureVessel Code Section HI,Division 1, Appendix F,
Article F-1341.3 for limit load analysis. The effective yield stress for the stayboltswas not
reduced because this collapse load analysis applies to the structuralintegrity of the head
itself.
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:

3.3.3 Boundary Conditions

The PWS pressure is maintained at 300 psi (or at higher pressures in collapse load or
staybolt displacement analyses) in the head plenum space, even when some staybolts are
inactive resulting in a separation of the head flange from the tubesheet flange. [Note that
the C-clamp elements are deactivated in this case.] This pressure is the heat exchanger head
design pressure reported in Reference 23 and in Section 2.3. The tubesheet was not
modeled in this analysis and the tubesheet ends of the staybolts were fixed in space at their
original locations.

A set of piping seismic reaction forces, calculated by URS/Jolm A. Blume & Associates,
Engineers (Ref.24), and an axial tension due to the pressure in a 12-inch PWS pipe

(300gr 2, r = 6") were applied to an extra node to which all pipe flange nodes were tied by
MPC. These m,_dtiple-point constraints force the pipe flange nodes to deform coincidently
because the fl_r_ge is physically bolted to the process water piping system. The piping
seismic reaction forces had insignificant impact on the cases examined. For example, the
maximum reaction force in the axial direction of the heat exchanger was 4,137 lbs (Ref.24,

page 6-10, System 2 - Area 105-C, Node 32, Design Load = Gravity + Seismic). On the
other hand, the axial resultant force due to the 300 psi pressure loading in the head was
about 2 million lbs from the finite element results. As long as the majority of the staybolts
are intact, the piping seismic reaction forces are insignificant. Similar observations are
obtained for the piping moments calculated by the same source. The piping seismic
reaction forces applied to this model for all calculations (except the Teledyne case)
correspond to the Design Loads of System I - Area I05-C, in Blume Report (Ref.24) page
6-5, Node 3 I: The axial force was 3,106 Ibs; the lateral forces were 624 and 1,192 Ibs; the
axial moment was 43,143 in-lb; and the lateral moments were 106,393 and 40,209 in-lb.
Note that the total axial force applied to the heat exchanger pipe flange was
(300_62 + 3106) Ibs.

3.3.4 Element Removal

Elements can be removed to render staybolts inactive in one of the two separate sequences
with the use of ABAQUS option MODEL CHANGE. Both sequences lead to almost
identical solutions if the numerical procedures converge. The staybolts could be removed
first followed by load application, or the loads could be applied to the intact model first and
followed by removal of the staybolts. The second sequence may be more similar to the
actual staybolt failure process and was proven to be computationally economic for
deactivating small numbers of staybolts. Numerically, this is equivalent to replacing
reaction forces to the structure where elements are removed and then gradually reducing
these forces to zero. If, however, too many staybolts were deactivated by the removal of
elements, the convergence of the nonlinear analysis was extremely slow, resulting in a less
efficient method than the first sequence. The second sequence failed to reach a convergent
solution when large numbers of staybolts (e.g., 6) were removed, and the first sequence
was adopted.

3.4 Results

The finite element model with the spring elements representing the C-clamps was used to
revisit the Teledyne case (Ref.1) in which none of the staybolts were active. In the
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development of staybolt acceptance criteria, the C-clamps w_e removed from the model
and the staybolt elements were activated. For the structural integrity of the heat exchanger
head with or without inactive staybolts, collapse load analyses (Section 3.4.2) were
performed according to ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section HI, Division 1,

Appendix F, Article F-1341.3. In the staybolt l°adingtianalySiScri(3.4.3), the highestcal flaw calculatedstressed staybolt was postulated to conte_n a flaw. The depth was
using LEFM, upper bound limit load, or lower bound limit load (3.5.1 to 3.5.3). The
highest stressed staybolts were then tmstulated to be inactive and the critical flaw depth for
the new highest stressed staybolts of the calculated. In aresulting configuration were
similar staybolt deactivating sequence, staybolt displacement analysis (3.4.4) was carried
out in which the critical staybolt elongation was identified as the crack tip opening

displacement (CTOD = JIc / Oy, where JIc is the fractme parameter in Section 2.4, and Oy
is the effective yield stress). The staybolt fracture analysis based on CTOD is described in
Section 3.5.4.

3.4.I Teledyne Case

ReferenceI(AttachmentNo.l)containsananalysisbyTeledyneEngineeringServicesofa
special case of heat exchanger head in which all the 84 heat exchanger staybolts were
inactive. The head was supported by C-clamps alone. This configuration allows a much
simpler axisymmetric model, and Teledyne applied continuum elements which are more
accurate than shell elements, lt was concluded 0tef.l _ ;Itat the Armstrong C-clamps
provide adequate restraint without any active staybolts, but the weaker Williams C-clamps
would have to be replaced to maintain this same capability. A limit load analysis for the
h_'?-pipe seal weld as a load-carrying component was also performed by Teledyne.

The Teledyne case was reanalyzed to demonstrate the adequacy of both finite element
approaches, i.e., axisymmetric continuum elements in Teledyne analysis and shell/beam
elements for the current three-dimensional model. Ali the staybolt elements were
temporarily removed from the model. Instead, 72 nonlinear springs were installed on the
head flange to simulate the C-clamps. The water pressure was increased up to 230 psi,
exceeding the maximum pressure achieved by Teledyne (223 psi).

For comparison purposes, the load deflection curves for the pipe flange (labeled by SP,L[1]
in Fig.2) and for the C-clmnp locations on the head (labeled by SRL[2]) were constructed.
The Teledyne data were transferred to this figure and labeled by Teledyne [1] and Teledyne
[2]. It can be seen that these two solutions, obtained from two completely different finite
element formulations, were nearly equivalent to each other. Therefore, the cun'ent model
effectively reproduced the Teledyne solution and it can be applied to the configurations
involving staybolts and more general loadings.

3.4.2 Heat Exchanger Head Collapse Load Analysis

The collapse loads for heat exchanger head with various inactive staybolt configurations
were analyzed according to ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section IH, Division
1, Appendix F, Article F-1341.3. The calculated load-deflection curves, plotted as the
head flange axial displacement versus the process water pressure, are shown in Fi .gure 3
for an intact head and a head with 10 inactive staybolts. Note that the maximum
displacement of the deformed heat exchanger head would occur at the head flange (no C-
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clamps), especially when some staybolts have already b_n deactivated starting with the
highest stressed corner ones (Section 3.4.3).

As mentioned earlier, the ASME Code requires that the cqttivalent yield stress for the head
material be reduced to 2.3 S=. The santa piping reaction forces were applied to the Pil_
flange as in Section 3.3.3. The nunmrie._l protium was stable when the pressure was
increased to 900 psi (3 times the design pressure) for an intact head. For a head with 10
inactive staybolts, the ABAQU$ program had a convergence problem at 324 psi.
However, by applying ASME II-1430 and reference figure H-1430-1 to the load deflection
curve for l0 inactive staybolts (Fig.3), the collapse load point is about 290 psi which is
beyond the recorded maximum pressure for stun-up and smady-state operation (Section
2.3). Therefore, even with 10 inactive staybolts, thehead is structurally acceptable.

The load-deflection curve ._)ra heat exchanger head with ali 84 staybolts of reduced area
equivalent to a staybolt with a 25% de_ flaw is also plotted in Figure 3. This flaw size
reflects the present UT detection (resolution) limit. In this case the staybolt cross-section
remains circular,with area corresponding to the remaining ligament of a staybolt with a
25% deep crack. It can be seen that the load-deflection curve with the 25% ds_p flawed
staybolts arc indistinguishable from the intact head curve up to about 650 psi. The collapse
load point for the head with flawed staybolts will be above 800 psi. The full effective yield
stresses, 3$m, were employed for both head and staybolt materials. Therefore, the heat
exchanger head is unconditionally stable up to 2.7X design pressure, even if UT can not
detect any staybolt flaws which may already exist but am below the UT resolution limit.
The Mises stress distribution for the head with flawed smybolts pressurized to 813 psi is
shown in Figure 4 (generated by the ABAQU$ Postprocessor, Ref.27). Note that the
maximum Mises stress is 32.5 ksi and the _fective yield stress for rbe he41dmaterial is .50.1
ksi. In other words, tlm head is not yielded by this high pressure.

3 . 4. 3 Staybolt Loading Analysis

The staybolt loads due to the pressure in the head (primary loading) and piping reaction
forces (boundary conditions - including seismic forces and PWS piping pressure, about
1.8% of the total pressure resultant in the head at 300 psi) were calculated as input to the
fracuh-eanalysis to dewrmine flaw instability lengths for _ staybolts (Section 3.5.1
to 3.5.3). The axial tension (the tensile force along the staybolt axis) was the dominant
force component in the cases considered (i.e., majority of the staybolts were still active).
Therefore, the bending effects will be neglected in the fracture analysis. The axial force
was used as a screening criterion for the subsequent removal of staybolts with flaws
exceeding instability lengths, a=, resulting in worst case configurations of grouped inactive
staybolts (Sections 3.5.1 through 3.5.3).

The staybolt identification numbering system is similar to those in Me_lurgical R
(for example, Ref.25). In Figure 5, the numbers inside the parentheses are theen_i_
element node numbers from which the staybolt reaction forces can be read off in the
ABAQUS output. These re,action forces are the staybolt loads with their signs changed (or
the directions of the forces reversed). Note that Figure 5 is the staybolt arrangement
viewing from the tubesheet, i.e., the axial direction of the heat exchanger head is the +Y-
direction (see Figure 1 for the coordinate system; in Figure 5 the +Y-direction is
perpendicular to the paper and pointing downward). The algorithm of removing, the
highest stressed staybolts for the intact head and for the subsequent configurations is as
follows:
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I. Load the 300 psi process water pressure and piping reaction forces (Section <
3.3.3) to the heat exchanger head model with all 84 staybolts active. Without the
piping reaction forces, the highest stressed staybolts would occur equally at 12
remote corners of the staybolt arrangement map (see Figure 5, Staybolt Numbers
A01, A04, A05, A35, A56, ,4,74, A84, ASI, A80, ,4,47, A29 and All). [The head
curvature is nearly flat in those areas so the resultant force due to pressure is almost
completely acting along the staybolts.] The perturbation due to the seismic piping
reaction forces is minor, but gives a preferential failure direction initiating at one of
the corner staybolts. For a particular set of piping reaction forces (Section 3.3.3),
staybolt A29 is the highest stressed.

2. The maximum staybolt axial tension, (P,-,)o (denoted by RF2 in the
ABAQUS output for nodal reactions in the Y-direction), and the node number are
determined from the ABAQUS output file. The corresponding staybolt number can
be located by using Figure 5 as a guide. In the present case, the maximum tension

is 46,125 Ibs at staybolt A29. This axial tensile force is used lo calculate (a=)o, the
critical flaw size or instability length for the case of zero inactive staybolts (Sections
3.5.1 to 3.5.3).

3. Staybolt A29 is removed from the model and the applied loads (pressure
and piping reaction forces) remain unchanged. The staybolt loads are calculated for
the remaining staybolts.

4. Find the maximum staybolt tensile load, (P-.,)_ for the configuration of
Step 3. The corresponding critical flaw size, (a=)i, is calculated by fracture
analysis (Sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.3).

5. Remove ali staybolts with axial tensile forces exceeding (Pm)o, t h •
maximum tensile force acting on the staybolts in the intact head configuration
(obtained in Step 2).

6. With the new configuration, recalculate the staybolt loads with the applied
loads fixed.

7. Repeat steps 4 to 6, until ac, is below UT resolution or the number of the
inactive staybolts becomes unacceptable according to the collapse load analysis in
Section 3.4.2.

Table 5 summarizes the calculated maximum staybolt loads for various staybolt
configurations under the applied loads described in Section 3.3.3.
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TABLE 5 Maximum Axial Loads on the Staybolts

No. of Inactive Staybolts '" Configurations .... Max.AxialLoads
& Locations

0 Ali 84 Siaybolts are Active '46,i25 lbs at Staybolt A29

1 Slaybolt A29 is Inactive 62,399 lbs at Staybolt A28

3 Staybolts A29, A28, A47 87,299 lbs at Staybolt A46
are Inactive

6 Staybolts A29, A28, A47, 113,910 lbs at Staybolt A30
A46, A12, A65 are Inactive

10 Staybolts A29, A28, A47,
A46, A12, A65, A30, A48, Not Available
A11, A66 are Inactive

I i|1111 r

Note that the use of ABAQUS nodal reaction forces may be slightly inaccurate from the
true staybolt axial forces read from the element output. This could have been caused by the
numerical errors in calculating nodal reactions, which is the product of the finite element
stiffness matrix and the displacement vector. For the analyses involving highly nonlinear
materials (elastic-perfectly plastic idealization), it is not unusual that the local constitutive
relationship is not satisfied. On the other hand, using the ABAQUS nodal reaction output
is more convenient than searching through the element quantities (see Appendix A). In the
present calculations of up to 6 inactive staybolts, the deviation is insignificant.

As a demonstration of the conservative approach to identify flaw instability depths for
active staybolts based on the removal of the highest stressed staybolt (Steps 3 and 4
above), the following exercise _ _,-f_ormed: The highest stressed staybolt was not removed
but rather was ass_ active, and the load acting on it was recalculated when its adj_',_ent
staybolt was deactivated. In other words, the load originally acting on a less stre_s_
staybolt (now inactive) will be redistributed to the already highest stressed staybolt (stil!
active). It was found that whenever the inactive staybolts involve one of the original
highest stressed comer staybolts (numbers A01, A04, A05, A38, A56, A74, A84, A81,
A80, A47, A29 and A11 in Fig.5), the load transfer (to the adjacent staybolts) will be the
most severe.

The Mises stress distribution for a heat exchanger head with 6 inactive staybolts and under
300 psi design pressure was generated with the ABAQUS Postprocessor (Ref.27) and is
plotted in Figure 6. The inactive staybolts are grouped according to Table 5 and their
location can b¢ found from Figure 5. The head is opened up from the tubeshect by the
pressure due to the lack of staybolt and C-clamp constraints. The maximum Mises stress in
the head (46.8 ksi) is below the effective yield stress of the material (50.1 psi).

3.4.4 Staybolt Displacement Analysis

To facilitate a crack tip opening displacement controlled fracture criterion (Section 3.5.4_),
the displacements or the elongations of the staybolts were calculated. Similar to Figure 5,
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Figure 7 has the same staybolt identification numbers, but the numbers inside the
parentheses are the finite element node numbers for the staybolts on the heat exchanger
head side. The correspondingnodaldisplacementscan be read from the ABAQUS output
and they are the total elongations of the smybolts (the mbesheet ends of the smybolts are
fixed and have zero displacements). The maximum displacement for these nodes will be
used in the CTOD fracturecriterion(Section 3.5.4). The acceptancecriteriaobtainedrelate
the maximum number of inactive smybolts to a maximum operating pressure. An
additionalinitial condition was imposedbased on the 25%UT detectabilitylimit:Ali active
staybolts may contain 25% deep flaws. Therefore, the cross-sectional area of staybolts
were reduced to that of the uncracked ligament resulting from a 25% deep crack. The
calculationof the remaining areais describedin Section 3.5.2.

Several configurations of inactive staybolts were examined. As in Section 3.4.3, the
grouped inactive staybolts will bound the deformations for any other combinationsof the
same numberof inactive staybolts. TI_ staybolt deactivatingsequenceis sindlar to that in
Section 3.4.3. The criterion to determine the individual inactive staybolt is a critical
staybolt displacement. In the present analysis, the CTOD of the material, 0.032 inches
(Section 3.5.4) is the fracturecriterion. Therefore, any staybolt displacements above or
close to the CTODwill be subjectto removal for the next calculation. To be consistentwith
Section 3.4.2, cases of the same number of grouped inactive staybolts were chosen for
calculations.

Once an inactive staybolt configurationis determined, the PWS pressure is increased to
produce load-deflection curves (Fig.8). Acceptance criteria based on the displacement
analysis aredeveloped in Section 3.5.4.

3.5. Staybolt Fracture Analysis

Based on the finite element results (Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4), fracture criteria are
developed for heat exchanger staybolts. The appwaches of LEFM (Section 3.5.1), upper
bound limit load (Section 3.5.2), and lower bound limit load (Section 3.5.3) determine the
individual staybolt acceptance criteriafor configurations of zero to 6 inactive staybolts.
These criteriarequire that UT flaw sizing techniquesbe developed to allow applicationof
flaw-size-based criteria. Therefore, staybolt acceptancecriteriabased on CTOD (Section
3.5.4) aredeveloped. With a predeterminedmaximum operatingpressure, the numberof
allowable inactive staybolts is established.

3.5.1 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)

The forces on the staybolts (Section 3.4.3) areapplied to estimate the critical flaw length
(or depth, with respect to the stayboltdiameter). The axial tensionwas the dominantforce
component in our case. This force componentwas used as the remote axial load.acting on
a flawed sample (Fig.9). In the center of the three-dimensional crack front, plane strain
condition prevails. Based on these assumptions, the instability flaw size was calculated
with linear elastic fracturemechanics. The stress intensity factor, KI, for a plane strain
finite plate underremote tension(Fig.3) is given in Reference26:
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where

+ +

and

o - --_ x (Axial Tension Load)
_D 2

In the above expressions, a is the length (depth) of the flaw, b is the width of the plane
strain plate or the diameter (D = 1.567") of the staybolt. The flaw is assumed to reach its
critical or instability length (a = scf) when KI = KIC, where KI is the applied stress
intensity factor and KICis the fracture toughness of the material. The fracture toughness
for staybolt material, 303 Stainless Steel, is selected from the Reactor Materials Program
baseline testing of archive Type 304 Stainless Steel (Ref.23, also Section 2.4). The
fracun'e toughness for this calculation was 258 Mpa_, or 235 ksilf'_.

For this given fractt_ toughness and the finite element calculated axial tensile forces on the
staybolts, the critical flaw lengths can be obtained by solving the above set of nonlinear
equations. The results are included in Table 6.

J.5.2 Upper Bound Plastic Limit L_ad

In the application of limit load analysis, it is necessary to assume rigid plastic material
behavior and small geometry changes up to plastic collapse. For the upper bound analysis,
a kinematically admissible velocity field (ii) satisfying boundary conditions exists along a

slip line (plane) emanating from crack tip at an angle e with respect to the crack line
(Fig.9). Except on this slip plane, the upper and lower parts of the staybolt remain rigid.

The cracked staybolt has a total velocity of (d,) at the load point where load P is applied.
Equating the work rates of the system, we have

P(] -- '1:yAr _I I cosO,

where Cl= 6 sine Zy _ = 60 ksi is the yield stress in shear for a Mises material, and,

Ar = R2 Or- cos'ly)+ (R-a)_R2-(R-a) 2 is the remaining area of the staybolt cross-

section (R is the radius of staybolt). Therefore, P .2_ c_ Ar= so that the upper bound
sin2e

limit load is
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Pub = _ Gy At.

The instability flaw size is calculated from these equations with Pubset equal to the staybolt
load. The results are listed in Table 6.

3.5. ? Lower Bound Plastic Limit Load

In the lower bound limit load analysis, a statically admissible stress field satisfying
equilibrium is assumed for the flawed staybolt. In this case, a stress equal to the yield
stress in tension (oy) is acting on the uncracked ligament of the staybolt (Fig.9).
Therefore, the lower bound limit load is

Plb= OyA r.

The instability flaw size can be obtained by equating the staybolt load to the lower bound
limit load and solving for the crack length (a). The results are summarized in Table 6.

TABLE 6 Instability Flaw Lengths (Depths) for
Various Staybolt Configurations
(Staybolt Diameter = 1.567 inches)

Instability Flaw Length' '

No. of Inactive Staybolt Load n,,..._% of Staybolt Diameter)Staybolts (lbs) Lower Upper Bound
Limit _" Limit Load KIC= 235 ksi_/'_
oy = 60 ksi oy = 60 ksi

0 46,125 58 62 67
1 62,399 47 53 61
3 87,299 29 38 54
6 113,910 No Solution 21 47

When plane strain condition prevails in the center of the staybolt crack (as was justified in
Section 3.5.1), the admissible stress field can be modified as

--O, 022- O, 033--01(011 + 022)-- _-_, and ali shearali StreSS components are zero.

For these stress components, direction 11 is along the crack plane, 22 is the staybolt axial
direction and 33 is perpendicular to the paper. This stress field also satisfies equilibrium.

The Mises yield condition leads to o=- _ Oy. Therefore, the modified lower bound limit
load becomes

,'t

Plb = G22 Ar =
OyA,.

This expression coincides with the upper bound limit load in Section 3.5.2. According to
the limit load theory, this is the exact limit load for the flawed staybolt. However, it is
valid only when the plane strain condition is dominant.
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3.5.4 Crack Tip Opening Displacement(CTOD) Criterion

A "stripyieldmodel"orDugdalecrackmodelleadstoJ = Oy _t,whereJ isthefracture

parameterJ-integral,_tisthecracktipopeningdisplacement.The fracturecondition

J= JIcismetwhen 8t= tb_acal= CTOD. InSection2.4.1,JIcisgivenas338kJ/m2or

1930 lb/'m.Therefore, the criticalcracktip opening displacement (CTOD) is _Q = 0.032"ay
Again, assume that the staybolt is rig'd up to plastic collapse, the critical staybolt
displacement will be equal to CTOD. From the load-deflection curves in Figure 8 (ali
staybolts may contain 25% deep flaws), it can be seen that the critical pressure levels
correspondingto this critical displacenmnt,CTOD, are740, 590, 410, and280 psi forhead
configurations with zero, one, threeand six inactive smybolts, respectively. Conversely,
when all active staybolts contain 25% deep flaws, the heat exchanger head can be safely
operated at maximum pressuresof 740, 590, 410, or 280 psi for the head with 0, 1, 3, or 6
nonfunctional staybolts,respectively(withoutfracturingadditional staybolts).
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4.0 HEAT EXCHANGER STAYBOLT ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

4.1 Overview

An Acceptance Criteria Methodology is produced to ensure the structural integrity of the
heat exchanger head by demonstrating adequate restraint throughout the service. The
methodology includes inspections, degradation assessment, and structural analyses of the
head staybolts as shown schematically in Figure I0. Criteria for the disposition of UT
inspection of the heat exchanger staybolts are also provided. Acceptance criteria can be
developed based on staybolt loads (Section 3.5.1 to 3.5.3) for Instability Flaw Size Criteria
(Section 4.2), or based on crack tip opening displacement (Section 3.5.4) for Maximum
Flaw Number Criteria (Section 4.3). The former criteria require UT flaw sizing techniques
and, therefore, they could not be applied with the present UT technique. _vcr, the size
criteria are documented in this report since the technology and personnel qualifications
could be advanced in the future. The Maximum Flaw Number Criteria will determine the
maximum number of flawed staybolts, with a very conservative assumption that all active
staybolts have already contained 25% deep flaws. In addition, an ASME collapse load
analysis (Section 3.4.2) showed that the heat exchanger head will maintain structural
integrity up to I0 grouped inactive staybolts.

Note that in the numerical procedure, all the inactive staybolts were grouped together
according to the algorithms described in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. This grouped pattern
will represent the most severe condition compared to that of an equivalent number of
inactive staybolts distributed throughout the head. In addition, no pressure drops due to
leakage was assumed in the staybolt deactivation, even though a displacement of the head
flange from the tubesheet flange occurs in the analysis (Fig.3). The C-clamps ai_dthe half-
pipe seals around the heat exchanger head and the tubesheet flanges were not considered in
the present model for developing the staybolt acceptance criteria, but would presumably
limit the opening and resultant leakage. Teledyne Engineering Services (Ref.l) has
demonstrated that those components could be effective Ioad-eanFing members with
missing staybolts. As a result, the acceptance criteria, based on the staybolts as the only
load-carrying members, are conservative.

4.2 Instability Flaw Size Criteria

The axial force in tension dominated the failure process of the flawed staybolts. The
calculated axial forces acting on the staybolts were used to estimate the critical (or
instability) flaw depth (with respect to the diameter of staybolts) based on a linear elastic
fracuue mechanics (Section 3.5.1), a upper bound plastic limit load (Section 3.5.2), and a
lower bound plastic limit load (Section 3.5.3). "_e resulting instability flaw sizes are
summarized in Table 6 for various configurations of grouped inactive staybolts. It s_,ows
that the LEFM gives an overestimate for the flaw size because the plasticity effects are
totally ignored. On the other hand, lower bound limit load would underestimate the actual
instability flaw size. However, it provides the most conservative flaw size criteria even
though the upper bound limit load, or the modified lower bound limit load could lead to an
exact limit load solution if plane strain condition is invoked (Section 3.5.3).

A customized analysis can be performed for an actual inactive staybolt distribution pattern.
Appendix A contains a typical ABAQUS input deck. The forces acting on the staybolts can
be obtained in the ABAQUS output, either from the SECTION FORCE under each of the
staybolt element sets, or from the nodal reaction forces for the staybolt fixed ends (the
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tubesheet ends). The latter usually contained numerical inacxuracy so that local constitutive
relationship may not be preserved (Section 3.4.2). However, the nodal reaction forces
were relatively easy to look up in the output and generally gave slightly higher values than
the SECTION FORCE. The fracture analysis can be performed (Sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.3)
to solve for the instability flaw size a_ording to the maximum re_tion force in Y-direction
(RF2, see Appendix A).

As mentioned in Section 4.1, the Instability Flaw Size Criteria are more aggressive than the
Maximum Flaw Number Criteria and were developed for potential advanced UT
applications. For example, using the lower bound limit load solution in Table 6, for a heat
exchanger head with no failed (inactive) staybolts, ali 84 staybolts may contain flaw depths
less than 58% of its diameter, and ali of them are still active. For a head already known to
have failed 3 staybolts, the remaining 81 staybolts could contain flaws less than 29% deep
without being inactive. The lower bound limit load ceases to have a solution when 6
staybolts are inactive, although head stability requires only 74 staybolts (ASME collapse
load analysis, Section 3.4.2).

4.3 Maximum Flaw Number Criteria

An assumption for the criteria is that ali active staybolts may contain 25% deep flaws.
These flaws would be at the ToTdetection limit for staybolt inspection (Ref.5). The load-
deflection curves for maximum staybolt displacement (Fig.8) are used to detemdne the
maximum number of inactive staybolts for several heat exchanger head pressures in
conjunction with the CTOD fracture criterion (Section 3.5.4). The critical crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD) has been de_,._.ined as 0.032" for the staybolt material in Section
3.5.4. The flawed staybolts are considered to have failed if their axial displacements
exceed that value. From Figure 8 it can be seen that the maximum operating pressure is
280 psi for a heat exchanger head with 6 inactive staybolts. In other words, under heat
exchanger normal and start-up operations, and with the boundary conditions including
seismic piping forces (Section 3.3.3), 6 staybolts can be lost without causing additional
fracture, even if all the active staybolts contain 25% deep flaws. Therefore, for a UT
inspection method based on determining "flawed" or "unflawed" staybolts, it is
recommended that the number of flawed smybolts shall not exceed 6.

A customized analysis can be performed for the actual inspection results of inactive
staybolts distributed throughout the heat exchanger head. The staybolt displacements can
be obtained from an ABAQUS output file. Appendix A also provide_ this feature to print
out nodal displacements for the staybolt nodes on the head side.
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$.0 RECOMMENDATION FOR IN-SERVICE INSPECTION OF
HEAT EXCHANGER STAYBOLTS

5.1 Background

The previous structural, analysis of the SRS PWS heat exchanger heads (Ref. 1) provided
an analysis of the heat exchanger heads for the case of no active staybolts. This bounding
case was considered (Refs.1 and 2) since corrosion degradation of the staybolts was
postulated (Refs. 1 and 8) and no in-service inspections or examinations of staybolts had
been performed to determine whether active degr_Aation of the staybolts is occur;'ng. High
strength C-clamps (Ref.1, Attachment No.l) would be required along with monitoring of
the half-pipe seal to demonstrate the structural integrity of the heat exchanger heads in lieu
of considering the staybolts as load-carrying members.

An in-service inspection technique for the staybolts was requested by Reactor Restart
Division (Ref.3). No considerations of C-clamps would then be necessary to ensure
adequate restraint of the heads.

An in:_p¢¢tion technique for the staybolts has been developed (Ref.4). This report provides
acceptance criteria based on maintaining adequate restraint capacity of the heat exchanger
heads for various configurations of active st_::bolts. In addition, an approach for the
baseline and periodic inspections of the staybolts is recommended (Section 5.2) ensuring
that any degradation to the staybolts reducing their load-carrying capacity would be detected
and monitored.

$.2 Initial and Successive Examinations

Crew;_e corrosion of the PWS heat exchanger staybolts is postulated as a degradation
mechanism (Refs.1 and 8) which may lead to a crack and fracture of ;he staybolts under
load (Section 3). Therefore, to denxmstrate the integrity of the heat exchanger head, in-situ
inspections of the staybolts have been proposed (Section 5.1).

i

The inspections are based on the evaluation of corrosion degradation and would be
performed on a pe_,'iodicbasis ff degradation is occurring. That is, an initial or baseline
inspection of all staybolts should be performed at the next long outage for the SRS K
reactor. Inspections of all accessible staybolts in K would provide a large data base
(>4,000 samples) for evaluation of staybolt degradation. Based on the results of the initial
inspection, the scope and frequency for periodic in,;pections would be developed by
Reactor Engineering. The acceptance criteria methodology (Fig.10) shows the

inspc<:tion--,evaluation--,inspection sequence recommended for the staybolts. If no
degradation is occurring as determined from the results of the inspections, the inspections
could be reduced or eliminated without impact to the demonstration of head restraint.
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5.3 Disposition of Reported Flaws

: In the field, the ultrasonic inspection technique will provide information that the staybolt is
either "flawed" or "unflawed". The UT detectability limit is 25% with respect to the 1.567"
staybolt diameter (the narrowest portion). Therefore, an assumption that ali 84 staybolts
contain undetectable 25% deep flaws was made in the Maximum Flaw Number Criteria for
the staybolts (Section 4.3). If a flaw greater than 25% deep is detected, the staybolt is
"flawed" and considered inactive. A total of up to 6 staybolts may be inactive per heat
exchangerhead with adequate structuralstability for the head. Therefore, configurations of
zero to 6 inactive staybolts az_ acceptable for continued opm-ation. If the number of inactive
staybolts per heat exchanger head exceeds 6, additional evaluation, flaw specific analysis,
and/or additional examination is required to determine if the head restraint provided by the
staybolts is acceptable, or if the staybolts require replacement (Figure 11).
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Figure 1 Finite Element Mesh for SRS Heat Exchanger Head
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Heat Exchanger Tubesheet End:
g

I

CONVENTION: AO (t/mn)

where ij is the Staybolt Number sund
_bsnistheFinimElementNode Number

Figure 5 Staybolt Identification Numbers and CorrespondingFinite Element Node Numbers
on the TubesheetEnd
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Heat Exchanger Head End:
Z

Figure 7 Staybolt Identification Numbers and CorrespondingFinite ElementNode Numbers
on the Heat Exchanger Head End
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Figure 9 Fracture Analysis: Flawed.Staybolt
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Inspect all 84 Staybolts per
Heat Exchanger Head

III

Illl

' £dentify the Number of Staybolts with Flaws Greater than

I 25% of the Staybolt Diameter

]11 + I

Is the Number of Staybolts with Flaws Greater than
25% of the Staybolt Diameter > 67

Additional Evaluation, Flaw Specific Analysis,
and/or Examination is Required

u I

+
Is Head Restraint Acceptable?

(f Continue _ Replace)_, Cperation Staybolts

Figure 11 Flowchart For Disposition Of Staybolt Inspection Results
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APPENDIX A

typical ABAQUS finite element program input deck for the heat exchanger staybolt
_oadi_,_analysis is listed in Section A. 1. This input deck and other essential input fries
have been stored in 90-058-1 Task File and in SRS Common File System (CFS) with file
name/L0200/HX_INPUT/ABAQUS.INP. The calculated staybolt loads can be obtained
from either the element output or from the nodal reaction output. Their relationship is
discussed in Section A.2. Forstayboltdisplacement analysis, the treatmentof a particular
finite element node set is discussed in Section A.3.

A. 1 Program Listing

(Beginning On Next Page)
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A.2 Staybolt Load Output

The calculated staybolt axial forces can be found in the element output (e.g., *EL PRINT,
SUMMARY=N0, FREQUENCY=20, ELSET--A29). Equivalently, this quantity can be
obtained from the nodal output for Node Set BOLDEND, (i.e., *NODE PRINT,
GLOBAL=YES, SUMMARY=YES, NSET=BOLTEND, TOTAL=YES,
FREQUENCY=20). The nodal reactions are less accurate, because they are obtained by
multiplying the finite element stiffness matrix to the calculated displacement vector, rather
than directly obtained at numerical integration stations where the element output forces are
based on. However, the nodal reaction forces can be conveniently located from the
ABAQUS output, especially when the option SUMMARY=YES was specified in the input
deck. With this option, the maximum/minimum values and their locations (node numbers)
are reported. From Figure 3 the corresponding staybolt numbers/locations can be
identified. It should be mentioned that, in the fracture analysis only the staybolt tensile
loads are relevant (the staybolt flaw can only be opened by tension). This tensile force,
when viewed as a nodal reaction at the tubesheet end, is a compressive force. Therefore,
the maximum tensile force for the staybolt is the minimum nodal reaction force (negative
quantity) in the ABAQUS nodal output list for BOLTEND.

The relationship between the element output for Section Forces (SF1, SF2 and SF3) and
the nodal output for reaction forces (RF1, RF2 and RF3) is as followed:

Element Definition Nodal Definition
Variable (Element Output Forces) Variable (Nodal Reaction Forces)

ii i

SF1 Beam Axial Direction = -RF2 Positive:
(Global +Y-direction) Global Y-direction

SF2 Beam Local 2-direction = RF3 Positive:
(Global -Z-direction) Global Z-direction

SF3 Beam Local 1-direction - -RF1 Positive:
(Global +X-direction) Global X-directio n

Note that the option GLOBAI_YES has been specified in the nodal output (*NODE
PRINT), the quantities reported are in the global directions. However, the element output
(*EL PRINT) is always in the local directions according to ABAQUS User's Manual,
Version 4.8, Section 3.3.1, Beam Type Stress/Displacement Elements. It can be seen from
the ABAQUS element output for bending moments (SM1 and SM2), lateral forces (SF2
and SF3) may vary from element to element for a staybolt. The axial force (SF1), axial
stress at centroid of the cross-section(S 11 at Point 1), twist moment about the staybolt axis
(SM3), and the torsional shear (S12 at Points 3, 7, 11 and 15) are usually uniform through
the staybolt length. As mentioned earlier, with an assumption of axial force dominance for
a heat exchanger with low number of inactive staybolts, the relevant quantities for the
staybolt fracture analysis are SF1 (or equivalently, -RF2) and/or Sl 1 at centroid of the
staybolt cross-section.
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A.3 Staybolt Displacement Output

To applytheCTOD fracturecriterionfor developingstaybolt acceptance standards,staybolt
displacements must be output for analysis. This was achieved by forming a finite element
node set BOLTTOP (see Section A.I for a typical input deck). These nodes are the
intersections of smybolts and the heat exchanger head in the f'miteelement model (mesh).
The complete set of BOLTTOP conh_ins84 nodes:

*NSET, NSET=BOLTTOP
643 628 208 224 220 203 187 190 608 623 639 618 602 587 573 150
165 181 198 196 178 142 108 I14 533 565 599 616 631 596 561 509
479 51 83 138 175 212 191 153 96 39 467 521 575 611 1034999
964 912 882127413021351138414171403138713551325 942 936 9681002
I019I0211005 990 97613631376139014051425141013961014I01110261042
1046103114151429

The correspondingstayboltnumbersand locationscanbe foundinFigure7. Ifa
customizedanalysisisrequiredforaparticularpatternordistributionofinactivestaybolts,
thecorrespondingnodenumbermustberemovedfromtheBOLTTOP list.Again,these
node numbers can be found in Figure 7. If these node numbersremainin the list while the
staybolts aredeactivated,the t'miteelement result file will reportthose nodal displacements
as weil. However, these displacements relate to the heat exchangerhead, rather than the
staybolts. Therefore, for the convenience of applying the CTOD criterion, these node
numbers are advised to be removed from BOLTTOP. The input deck in A.1 has already
exercised thispractice.




